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Welcome

to the beautiful and sunny

island of Cyprus!

We are the first international summer camp

in Cyprus with 17 years of experience!

We are aware that the quality of the

accommodation and teaching methods are

very important elements of language course

for foreign students. For this reason, we have

great pleasure to announce that since 2015,

we have upgraded our summer camp and we

have two new accommodation hotel type

sites keeping standards of British boarding

school and a new school building. We will be

offering a variety of fantastic programmes

during the year as well as creating new study

and activity programmes for summer.

Students stay in a dedicated student studio

boarding school type, situated just few

minutes walking from the beach in Limassol.

All facilities such as kiosks, coffee shops,

restaurants are just a short walk away as we

are based in the main tourist area of the town.

Our new school premises are located close to

the accommodation places.

Cyprus is the best place to combine study with

great holidays! This is due to the fact that

Cyprus was a British colony and nearly

everyone speaks English. That is why you can

practice your language skills whilst enjoying

the beach and the sunshine! The island

boasts 350 days of sun per year and to cool off

in the summer months you can swim in the

hotel pool, in the sea - which is right on your

doorstep - or enjoy “the biggest splash on the

island” at the Waterpark of Limassol. Cyprus

has a rich and varied history and students

have the opportunity to visit many interesting

places and to enjoy the rich culture, traditions

and cuisine of the island.

We provide stimulating and effective

language programmes which meet the needs

and requirements of our international

students.

One of our main objectives is to learn to co-

operate with others and develop a variety of

language and social skills through innovative

and modern teaching methods. Students find

the lessons as fun and inspiring because they

are conducted in a very different manner

comparing what they are used to at school.

They learn to communicate and interact with

people from other countries and other

cultures. This leads to mutual understanding

and tolerance towards others so that strong

friendships are created which continue for

long time, even after the students leave

Cyprus.

We hope that you find all the information you

need about our school in this brochure but

please contact us for any queries you may

have.

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

School Principal

Claire Baker
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Activities

Safety

Hospitality

- There are a wide variety of

activities to enjoy. Not only is Cyprus a place

for water and beach sports but it also has a

wide range of fun experiences for the visitor –

cultural and historical excursions,

waterpark, mini cruises, festivals. There is

something to suit all ages and tastes!

– In a recent global poll, Cyprus came

first for safety in the category for small

countries and fifth overall! It’s a safe place

during the day and night.

- Cypriot people are renowned for

their “filoxenia” – their hospitality – and this is

why visitors coming to Cyprus always feel

welcome and have an unforgettable stay

Limassol is the second biggest town of

Cyprus and it is famous for its tourism. It is

the fun-loving town of the island. People

come here to enjoy its beaches and its relaxed

lifestyle. The modern, recently-constructed

marina, with its restaurants and bars, is a

popular destination for tourists and locals

alike. The old town has a castle surrounded

LIMASSOL

Location

Climate

English

Tourism

Culture & History

SEA AND BEACHES

- in the eastern Mediterranean Sea

and is easily accessible from Europe, Asia and

Africa.

– warm, sunny climate all year round

and so it is the ideal place for students to

study and have fun.

- former British colony, English is

spoken everywhere and it is the most

important language on the island after the

native Greek.

- has been Cyprus’ biggest industry

since the 1980’s, all signs are in English and

in all shops, cafés, restaurants and other

establishments, it is the language of

communication

- Cyprus has a rich and

varied history. Through the centuries,

settlers have left their imprint on the island -

castles, mosaics and Roman theatres are a

few of the interesting sites to visit.

– The beaches of Cyprus

are nearly all sandy and the water is clear and

warm throughout most of the year. Cyprus

has the cleanest sea water in Europe.

by a pedestrianised area and nearby a variety

of local and international shops sell all kinds

of products.

The seafront promenade and the newly re-

developed Molos area are popular places for

an evening stroll in the cool of the evening.

The nightlife has something for all ages and

tastes – from discos and clubs, to local

tavernas and coffee shops.

All year round there are events and festivals

to suit all tastes and you can book your visit to

coincide with your favourite!

International Documentary Festival

(August)

Wine festival (end August-beginning

September)

Carnival (February/March)

Flower festival (May)

Shakespearean Nights (June)

Film Festivals (October and April)

Larnaca – Limassol 80 km

Paphos – Limassol 80 km

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Distance from the airports:
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English Sunny School of Cyprus was

founded in 2000 and it was the first

international summer school in Cyprus.

Our school has been offering great

English language learning to interna-

tional students in Cyprus for 17 years.

Moreover, The English Sunny School of

Cyprus is an international department

for foreign students of Xenia Tsolaki

Metaxa Private Institute approved by

Cypriot Tourism Organisation and

accredited by ELSAC association.

All native English speaking teachers are

fully qualified and have a lot of

experience with teaching mixed-

nationality courses. They are able to take

full advantage of the inter-cultural

potential of their students and they

encourage co-operation and commu-

nication.

Nationalities are mixed so that inter-

action in the lesson is always in English.

The idea of school is based on the

concept that lessons can be just fun and

interesting whilst being dynamic and

educational.

Location

Classrooms

Since 2015, we have the pleasure to hold

lessons at our new school premises. The

school is max 15 min walk from the

student accommodation.

Our excellent teachers come to the

campus to pick-up younger students and

teenagers to walk together to the school.

Next to the school site, there is a shop

with snacks. The beach is just 5 minutes

walking.

The classrooms are all air-conditioned

and have access to wifi if the lessons

involve the use of the internet. Students

also are tasked to create their own

projects and performances to build their

team work skills.

Adults have lessons in groups of

maximum 12 students, young students

6-11 years old have lessons in mini

groups of 4-8 students, teenagers are

11-15 students per class, although it is

often less.

Welcome Pack

First day and last day

Timetable

Students are provided with our unique

notebooks and pens for taking notes in

class and with activity worksheets which

are placed in files. Each student

therefore has his own personal record of

his stay at the school.

Students take a placement test soon

after they arrive and are allocated to

classes according to their level. All the

students take a test at the end of their

stay and they receive a certificate with

their grade.

Morning classes for juniors, teenagers

and adults: 20 lessons per week of 50

minutes (not 45 as many other schools

so students have 100 minutes extra per

week!)

From 9:00 am till 12:50 pm with 2 breaks.
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Accommodation

Students are situated just few minutes from

the beach so students are close to the sea for

swimming, beach activities and the water-

sports centre. The place is a family run hotel

with friendly staff with equipment standards

of typical British boarding school in hotel.

Close to the hotel there is a wide variety of

stores, coffee shops, bars and restaurants as

well as the ever-popular ice cream and frozen

yoghurt shops. It is also on the main bus route

to the old town and to the mall with buses

operating frequently in both directions.

Nearby, there is a nice pedestrian promenade

and bicycle lane which run all the way along

the seaside as far as the marina. It is fantastic

place to have a long walk along the coast to

take unforgettable photos of people and

coast-line.

Services and facilities

Special discounts for students

Rooms

In both our accommodations in there is a nice

swimming pool with sunbeds, umbrellas and

a pool restaurant to buy non - alcohol drinks

and snacks. There is free wifi in the public

areas and a 24 hour a day reception service. In

addition, there is games area, TV lounge with

billiard table..

We have arranged for our students to have a

great special prices for all their non -alcohol

drinks and they are given a discount card on

arrival which entitles them to have the

reduced rates.

The students stay in studios which can

accommodate 2-3 people or 1-bedroom

apartments for 4-5 people. Optionally, there

is possibility to have a single or double room

that can be booked by adults for an extra cost.

All studios and apartments are simply

furnished, have a balcony and come with a TV

and air conditioning. They also have a

kitchenette with cooking hobs and fridge, and

a bathroom with a bath.

Meals

All meals are served in one of the

accommodation hotel site that is a partner

group of *** hotel 3 minutes walking

distance. The main restaurant is self-service

with a an excellent full buffet. Every day,

there is a big variety of delicious food to suit

all tastes and vegetarians. Cold water is

provided in jugs, free at all meals, for all ESSC

students.
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We have created packed energetic activity

programme for juniors and teenagers which

aims to enhance their language and co-

operative skills whilst they have fun and make

friends. Juniors 6-10 years old usually follow

a different programme than teenagers.

The 2 week activity programme includes, not

only afternoon and evening activities every

day, but also interesting excurs-ions which

give our students the opportunity to discover

the history of Cyprus and the beauty of the

island. We organise the following unforge-

ttable excursions:

Two full-day trips to one of following

places: the waterpark, Paphos with

ancient amphitheatre at Curium, the

capital of Cyprus – Nicosia, Larnaca city

with Ayia Napa beach

Two half-day trips to: Curium beach,

Limassol old town with marina, shopping

mall with bowling

After lunch, between 2 pm – 3:30 pm students

can choose to relax by the great pool or

participate in one of the optional new clubs

run by our teachers! It is an additional

opportunity to improve communication skills!

– for those who want to discuss

literature and/writing

�

�

• BOOK CLUB

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

• FILM CLUB

• COFFEE CLUB

• CYPRUS CLUB

Teenager activity programme includes:

– for anyone who wants to

discuss films/documentaries

– extra conversation practice

– all about Cyprus history,

traditions, mythology

Between 3:30 pm – 7:00 pm, juniors and

teenagers participate in a variety of animative

activities adapted to their age and interest.

We organise sport games on the beach,

performances, water sports, social activities

and half day excursions. Students can enjoy

the fantastic sunny weather, integrate with

students from different countries and they

are encouraged to speak more in English! We

try to change the activities every 3 weeks

trying to make them varied as possible, so

that it is more fun for those who stay longer

than 2 weeks!

Fantastic banana ride, boat ride, volleyball

and games on the beach, escape room, social

games, photo games, clip making, Greek

lesson, drama and performance lesson,

promenade and shopping, half day

excursions.

Great boat ride, games on the beach,

interactive games, pinata, promenade with

ice-creams, bowling, Cypriot cooking, half

day excursions.

After supper, from 8 pm, there are a wide

variety of numerous evening activities.

Teenagers have karaoke, talent evening,

olympic games, football, volleyball,

basketball, impressive Greek evening and

Greek dancing, dancing lessons or cross-fit,

social games, Limassol Marina by night and

movie evening.

Juniors have miming, bingo, movie evening

adapted to the age, great Greek evening with

dancing, zumba or cross-fit and interactive

social games.

Our school takes care of the students 24

hours a day, during lessons, activities

programme and at night.

Junior activity programme includes:

EVENING ACTIVITIES

5

Summer Camp

Activities

Monday

lessonsMorning

Afternoon

Evening

Sport competition

on the beach

Karaoke

Tuesday

lessons

Treasure

Hunt

Football

Match

Wednesday

lessons

Banana or boat

ride

Salsa

evening

Thursday

lessons

Limassol

Old Town

Greek

lesson

Friday

lessons

Beach

Volleyball

Escape room

Saturday

Ancient city

of Paphos

Talent

evening

Sunday

Lazy Sunday

on the beach

Movie

Programme

example:



JUNIOR CAMP 6-10 years old

TEENAGER CAMP 11 -18 years old

This is a tailor-made programme for younger

children 6-10 years old. The youngest

children, 6-8 years old, are accepted with

parents on the parent & child programme, or

in a group with the group leader.

Children 9-10 years old can come on their

own with special airline assistance. Our

school representative collects the child from

the airport directly from the airport

personnel.

Juniors follow a different programme to

teenagers and have lessons geared towards

learning English through fun and games.

They will have 20 lessons of English a week.

Our teachers are experienced in dealing with

young learners.

There is a supervisor for them 24/7 so that

they always have someone to help them with

day-to-day tasks such as washing clothes,

getting ready in the mornings to school and

making sure that they are eating well and

healthily.

This is a fantastic all-inclusive package for

teenagers to learn English and to have fun in

the sun too!

Students stay for a minimum two-week

period at the campus on a full-board basis.

Students attend 20 lessons of 50 minutes of

English each week. Lessons are in mixed-

nationality groups of maximum 15 students

but commonly less than 15. After breakfast,

students go to class which starts at 9 am in

the morning and there are 4 lessons a day till

1pm. There are 2 breaks of 15-20 minutes.

The emphasis is on conversational English to

develop communication skills even during

the breaks.

Teenagers 15+ have also the possibility to

book 20 IELTS exam preparation lessons per

week instead of General English.

We have recently introduced an unique on-

line magazine which is posted on our fan page

. The

magazine has energetic photos and videos

taken by students, written work such as

poems and short texts, as well as special

offers, competitions, games, language

learning sites and interesting information.

We also have developed and created

unforgettable activity program with

excursions. Students will have time of their

lives with us! Since the language of the school

www.facebook.com/sunnyschool

is English, all our great activities are

conducted in English too, so learning goes on

both in the classroom and outside it too with

fantastic free activites or performances.

For children who do not stay at the student

accommodation camp but in other hotels

with their parents, we offer the possibility to

join one of our summer day camps - with

English lessons in the morning and activities

in the afternoon. Teenagers can join in some

of our evening activities, too. Children

receive a hot lunch from Monday to Friday

with children from ESSC School at the

campus. They may also have the evening

meal, for an extra cost. Teenagers can also

join our weekend excursions (pack lunch is

not provided at that option).

DAY CAMP

Summer Camps
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TEENS 13-18 years old

10 days with water sports

For students who would like to stay more than

1 week but less then 2 weeks and have more

exciting water sports than English lessons,

we have created an innovative, fantastic 10-

day programme with fewer school lessons!

Participants will have 20 fun English lessons

during the stay - some of them will be

organised outside the classroom, in a more

relaxed atmosphere. The teacher will work

on communicative skills by introducing new

vocabulary and encouraging discussion.

The activity programme is based on great

water and beach activities.

These include:

- aquarobics in the morning in the pool,

- 2 x banana ride,

- crazy sofa ride,

-2 x pedal boat,

-2 x canoe,

-2 entrances to the Olympic swimming pool

or a ride on the motorboat.

-All day Fasouri Waterpark Excursion

In addition, students will play volleyball and

football on the beach, have swimming

competitions and ball games in the sea. In the

evening, they will have karaoke, movie

evening and interactive games.

This programme is available for teenagers

13-18 years old who are A1+ - B1 level.

It runs only in June and in August on specific

dates. Please check availability with us.

Fasouri Watermania is the ideal place for

families and children to spend a one-day

outing, away from work troubles and paper

loads. At the waterpark our students enjoy

being entertained in a safe, fun and relaxing

environment. They can get away from the

hassle and bustle of the crowded city and it is

a unique thrilling experience. The waterpark

packs an impressive array of attractions,

facilities and services. Dressed in a

Polynesian theme, the Waterpark adds a

tropical feeling to experience of our students.

Our students can enjoy the Biggest Wave Pool

in Cyprus, grab their tubes and spin down a

six story, 120 meter long curvy slide or relax

at the lazy river that stretches an incredible

400 metres around the park. For those who

like the adrenaline they go the Kamikaze

slide where they can reach speeds as fast as

50km/h all by theirself!
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The Parent & Child

Kindergarten (age 2-5)

package is a specially

developed fantastic programme for families

travelling together who wish to spend

wonderful holidays in the same place.

We also have created a variety of packages to

answer to specific needs of our clients such

as : one parent travelling with one or more

children, two parents travelling with one or

more children, parents who would like to take

English lessons or just relax on the beach!

Younger children stay in the same room as

their parents. If two adults are travelling with

children 11+, the children may stay in a room

with other students of a similar age. The

programme features separate components

for parents and children, but they can enjoy

some afternoon, evening and weekend

activities and excursions together too for en

extra cost.

– children of pre-

school age can attend a nursery school close

to the campus, available from 8 am till 1:30

pm with the option of staying later, until 6pm.

Children have the opportunity to interact in

English with pupils of their own age from

different countries. They spend their time

doing activities like games, songs, art and

handicrafts. They also enjoy fine art

performance activities run together with

teachers. The teachers concentrate on the

development of great social and personal

skills. The pupils study basic numeracy,

problem solving and reason task activities. In

this creative environment they gain

knowledge and understanding of the world

around them.

-there is also a

babysitting option available for the age group

1-6. Parents can leave their child knowing

that they are in safe hands, at any time of the

day, and, by special request, in the evenings

too. Children have a great time, outside the

classroom, playing in English and learning

new vocabulary.

– young children,

between the ages of 6 and 10, join our

Summer Camp.

In the mornings, they attend class from 9 am

to 1 pm learning English through play, songs

and fun activities. They have in total 20

lessons per week in small groups of

maximum 8 pupils. Children may also take

part in the afternoon amazing evening

activities, specially designed and adapted for

Babysitting (age 1-6)

Juniors (age 6-10)

88

Parent & Child
them so that parents are free to relax or

explore the island.

– children between the

ages of 11 and 16 will join the Teenager

Summer Camp.

In the mornings, they attend language class

from 9 to 1pm. They have in total 20 lessons of

English per week in groups of maximum 15

students. Classes are based on the

communicative methodology and students

are able to speak with and integrate with their

peers, from all over the world. They may take

part in afternoon and evening activities which

offer an extra opportunity for language

practice and making friends.

– adults have a choice – they can

relax by the nice hotel swimming pool or on

the fantastic beach or they can attend

English class, too !!!

Lessons are with other adults and students

16+ on the same level, adapted to suit the

individuals in the class. Parents' lessons take

place at the same time as the children's

lessons - 9 am until 1 pm. Parents who wish to

learn more, can chose individual lessons,

two-to-one lessons or take afternoon

Business English.

Teens (age 11-16)

Parents



English + Kitesurfing (+18)

English + Windsurfing

Choose your perfect English course and

combine it with a 3-day long kitesurfing

course at a beautiful Cypriot beach! This is

the unique programme for anyone who

wishes to mix English lessons with a great

watersport adventure. Feel the fantasic

waves, feel the wind and enjoy your holiday

with us!

This is a unique opportunity for water sport

lovers who would like to combine an English

course with sport. Our location is perfect for

all water sports and the warm, crystal-clear

water and 350 days of sunshine make Cyprus

the perfect windsurfing destination.

Whether you want to take your first steps at

windsurfing or you wish to develop your

skills, we can design a course for you!

Individual tuition or group lessons are

available, for both adults and children. The

basic course consists of 6 lessons of

theoretical and practical tuition. It is possible

to increase the number of lessons for greater

progress.

English + Diving:

This is a unique opportunity to go diving in the

beautiful, Mediterranean Sea and to learn or

improve your English as all the instructors

speak English too!

Scuba diving gives you the chance to

experience the wonders of life beneath the

waves. It takes you to a different world with

new colours, shapes and textures. It is a

wonderful experience and allows you to

explore the underwater world of historic

shipwrecks and amazing reefs.

The minimum age is 10 years old and with

learners of this age the group is small – no

more than 4 people.

We use the hotel swimming pool so that

learners can discover fantasic scuba diving

in the pool. We briefly discuss safety

procedures and equipment then we take the

students under the water, swimming for

about 15 minutes under our instructor’s

guidance.

- Beginner Scuba Diving

- Open Water Discover Scuba Diving

Programme.

- PADI Scuba Diver Course

First of all, we briefly explain the safety

procedures, equipment and a few basic skills.

Next, the instructor takes the students into

the water (pool or sea) and demonstrates the

first skills and gets everyone to practice.

When they feel confident we swim in the sea -

normally this is done around the break waters

just off the beach, in 5 metres of water. Once

learners have completed this stage they can

then do additional dives, up to a maximum

depth of 12 metres. Participants receive a

certificate.

This course provides a life-time dive

qualification which is recognised anywhere in

the world and allows the diver to dive to 12

metres with a PADI professional. This will

take 4-5 sessions involving 3 confined water

dives, 2 open water dives and 3 theory

chapters. Upon completion of the course we

send information to PADI and they send a

diving licence to the student.
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Since English is the language for interna-

tional communication it is essential to have a

good, working knowledge of the language in

today's business world. Our General English,

Business English, ESP and other language

courses offer the opportunity to develop their

language skills.

Classes concentrate on learning essential

language skills so that the student is able to

understand and communicate in an English

speaking environment.

IELTS stands for the International English

Language Testing System. It is the exam for

assessing the level of English of students who

wish to study or work in an English speaking

country. Since it is recognised all over the

world, it is a very valuable certificate for

students to attain.

The IELTS course explores the skills required

in greater depth and helps the student to

acquire the necessary techniques for passing

the exam and exploit these techniques in the

future.

General English (GE) and General English

Intensive (GEI)

IELTS INTENSIVE PROGRAMME

We offer this group course from June till end

of September as a supplement to the General

English course. Students have 20 lessons of

General English and 10 lessons of IELTS

exam preparation course in mini groups. In

July, we also hold intensive IELTS preparation

course of 20 morning lessons per week.

For those who would like to continue learning

in their country, we offer the possibility to

study on-line via Skype with our great

teachers - and as an intensive two-week

course, both throughout the year.

Minimal age for this course is 15.

English for Business course is created to

improve English language skills in order to

communicate effectively in a business

environment, hence increasing job

prospects.

We offer group courses from June till end of

September as a supplement General English

course. Students have 20 lessons of General

English and 10 lessons of Business English in

mini groups. We propose also individual

lessons and course for closed groups all year

round upon request.

Business English (BE)

English for Special Purposes (ESP)

English on conferences

Students learn English for Special Purposes

for example medicine, law and accounting or

other specific professional area on request.

The course deals with language and

vocabulary for specific situations and is

adapted to suit the requirements and level of

the students.

We offer individual lessons, or combined with

the general group English course. We

propose this course also for closed groups all

year round upon request.

People who are interested in a specific

conference or unforgettable event taking

place in Cyprus, can combine their trip with

an English course at our school. There is a

wide variety of conferences held in Cyprus

throughout the year and visitors have the

opportunity to add on a “pre-conference”

preparation course, a few days before the

starting date. We help to prepare participants

by working on elements of the conference

programme in advance..

Adult Courses
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Other language courses

We can offer a wide range of languages in

Cyprus due to the fact that the island is a great

popular tourist destination. You can choose

from Spanish, Italian, French, Russian, Greek

– other languages available on request.

Lessons are one-to-one so the student has

the full attention of the teacher and class

content can be adapted to the individual's

needs.

General English – 20 group lessons per

week

General English Intensive – 20 group

lessons and 10 one-to-one per week

General English - 20 group

lessons and 10 IELTS exam preparation

lessons in mini groups

- 20 IELTS exam preparation

lessons in group per week

Business English – 20 lessons group

per week (for closed groups)

General English with Business

English – 20 group lessons general

English and 10 lessons business English

in mini group

General English with Business

English – 20 group lessons general

English and 10 lessons business English

one-to-one

General English with English for

Special Purposes (medicine, law,

accounting…) – 20 group lessons general

English and 10 ESP one-to-one lessons

English for Special Purposes –

20 lessons per week (one-to-one lessons

or for closed groups)

Choose from:

GE

GEI

GE + IELTS

IELTS 20

BE

GE+BE

GE+BE1

GE + ESP

ESP

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

EC

Indiv idual Language Courses

English + conferences – closed groups

or one-to-one lessons

–

15 lessons per week, Spanish, Italian,

Russian or other languages available on

request.

We offer other languages courses for closed

groups or as individual lessons one-to-one in

Limassol, Larnaca, Nicosia or on-line via

Skype. Long term lessons for business

people are available all year round and the

teacher will come to company offices or hotel

and conduct individual or group lessons. The

course content can be tailored to the unique

specific needs of students involved. Exam

preparation is also available.

The weather in Cyprus is comfortable all year

round and this means that it is the ideal place

to combine study and relaxation. During the

summer, there are also short cruises to the

Greek Islands, Israel, Egypt and Lebanon.

Try the Cypriot cuisine and samples of the

local wine – trips are available to wine

factories and to wine-producing villages. See

traditional Greek dancing and listen to music.

Free Time Activities for adults

There are a wide range of cultural events

such as the Wine Festival, the Carnival, the

International Short Film Festival, the Film

Festival and other seasonal attractions.

Adventure Park, paintball, go karts,

windsurfing, kitesurfing, paddleboard,

diving, canoeing, yoga, drama classes, scuba

diving and snorkelling, boat cruise (day or

night), camel rides, golf, Spa treatments,

pottery class, hiking, Cypriot cooking, Cypriot

history, Cypriot mythology, Kykkos

Monastery safari tour, safari tours, taste

tours, donkey farm, yachting, wine route, mini

cruise to Israel, Egypt or Lebanon.

Check our activities page and the yearly

calendar for more information or contact us!

List of activities possible in Cyprus for at

extra cost:
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1. Enrolment:

2. Rebooking:

3. Cancellation by student:

Fill in the application form, scan
and send it by e-mail to info@sunnyschool.eu .
A deposit of at least 30% of the total amount is
due at the time of registration. With your
application you commit yourself to the services
requested and booking conditions. After having
received your application and deposit we will
send the confirmation of enrolment and
invoice. The welcome pack with extra
information and address of your accommo-
dation will be sent after you have settled the
remaining balance. The invoice must be paid in
full three weeks before arrival.

Changing a booking (e.g. arrival
date, accommodation, etc.) up to 31 days before
departure will incur a fee of 50 €. We will do our
utmost, but cannot guarantee the fulfillment of
the request made since extra costs may incur.
In that case, the rebooking charge may exceed
50 €.

You may cancel
your enrolment at any time prior to the
commencement of your course. The following
cancellation fees will apply.

cancellation up to 30 days before course
commencement: 50 €

cancellation between 15 and 29 days before
commencement: 25 % of total fees,
cancellation between 7 and 14 days before
commencement: 50 % of total fees,
cancellation between 6 and 1 day before
commencement: 90 % of total fees,
no shows or shortened stays – no refund

If you cancel/withdraw after the commen-

�

�

�

�

�

cement your course, no refund will be made -
please consult the school for the refund
policies.

In the unlikely event
the school is not able to create a group course
due to lack of enough number of students at the
same time/level, a smaller group or one-to-
one courses for a reduced amount of lessons
will be provided instead. Under the rare
circumstances of our being forced to cancel, all
fees paid will be refunded. The minimum
number of participants for exam preparation
courses is 4 students.

In order to
provide the letter of acceptance required by the
embassy for issuing a visa, 50 % of the total
amount should be paid together with an
additional charge of 50 € or equivalent. If the
student needs an original document signed by
our school, the extra cost of sending by post or
courier will be applicable. In case of visa
refusal, a full refund minus the additional, non
refundable charge of 50 € can only be made if
the student provides the letter of refusal issued
by the embassy at the latest 30 days before
departure. After this date we will consider the
participation of the student as confirmed and
normal cancellation/rebooking fees will apply.
In case the visa has not yet been issued 15 days
before departure, we strongly recommend
postponing the course. In this case, the first
rebooking fee will not be charged (evidence
required). The non refundable charge
(enrolment fee) can be higher in case of long

4. Cancellation by school:

5. Visa for non-European students:

term programmes (long term language
courses, international school years etc –
please see the price list for details)

By bank transfer: The relevant account number
will be on the invoice. Please send us a copy of
the transfer order. All bank charges will be
incurred by you.

Company's name: M.V EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES AND STUDY CONSULTING LIMITED
SWIFT/BIC: ABKLCT2N, Account: (IBAN) CY15
0090 0515 0005 1510 1009 7023

A l p h a B a n k C y p r u s ,
International Banking Services Unit, 213A
Makarios III Av. & 2 Griva Dhigeni Av., Maximos
Plaza, Tower 1, 1st Floor, 3030 Limassol,
Cyprus.

Neither agent, operator, nor the
school will be held responsible in any way for
any accident, illness, loss of personal effects or
change in personal circumstances arising at
any time prior to or during the course. It is
compulsory that all students attending the
summer school have their own insurance.

Parents of minors agree that
neither the School nor the homestay/hotel/
apartment shall be liable for damage or
problems caused either negligently or
intentionally by their children while
participating in trips. Parents and their
children who are still minors recognise and
accept the laws and the normal code of conduct
of the country which they are visiting.

6. Acceptable forms of payment:

Bank & account details:

B a n k d e t a i l s :

7. Insurance:

8. Liability:

Contact:

M.V EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

AND STUDY CONSULTING LIMITED

Office:

Mobile:

English Sunny School of Cyprus
Registered as:

Registration number: HE 355740, Tax number:
CY10355740P

Georgiou Griva Digeni no. 1, Block B, flat 21
Agios Tychon, Limassol 4532, Cyprus
Address of the school: Panayioti Tsaggari St 7,
Yermasoyeias, Limassol 4663, Cyprus

+357 99 09 01 80 or +357 99 12 46 20
info@sunnyschool.eu • www.sunnyschool.eu

Booking Conditions
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The English Sunny School of Cyprus is an international department for foreign students

of Xenia Tsolaki Metaxa Private Institute recognised by Cypriot Tourism Organisation

and accredited by ELSAC association

www.sunnyschool.eu

See you at ESSC!

to learn more,

please contact

info@sunnyschool.eu

Address of the school:

Panayioti Tsaggari St 7,

Yermasoyeias,

Limassol 4663, Cyprus

Office:

Georgiou Griva Digeni no. 1,

Block B, flat 21 Agios Tychon,

Limassol 4532, Cyprus

English with water sports • Courses for Adults

Junior summer camps • Teenager summer camps

Parent&Child programme • IELTS exam preparation

English & Conference

Agent:


